THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE JOURNAL "HERE" FOR PRESERVING THE MEMORY OF NURSING

To publish and to preserve the memory of the Brazilian and international nursing practice is
a mission undertaken by the Brazilian Nursing Association since its inception over 86 years ago.
The HERE is a digital magazine that is also dedicated to the area and throughout history provides
many contributions to the field.
It appears essential to learn the history and the differences of several intellectuals,
scientists and social movements in the nursing and health practice. Since 1980 we have
participated in social movements for democratization, the struggle for the conquest of
fundamental social rights, as well as critical reading of the social formation and practices we
historically developed. In the story, the credits are not definitively established. It is necessary to
review, improve and analyze new data, new perspectives, new themes, new research and new
methodologies.
Continuing interdisciplinary contribution is invaluable; however, we have moved to our
own knowledge, as expected in such a significant area like ours, which has been strengthened at
the interface of the biological, human and social practices.
The preservation of history is critical because it is a characteristically human movement in
the pursuit of improvement. Even if the future does not bring guarantees of progress and
improvements in every way and paths of life, hope moves energy in the joint staff, professional
and institutional.
Academic institutions, people and scientific leaders have shown restrictions to the
preservation of documents of historical interest. In part, this could be linked to the characteristics
of contemporary scientific work, which emphasizes recent interest materials to support ongoing
research. Libraries get rid of many magazines and publications of historical documentary records.
They are maintained only when there is an administrative interest or any legal requirement.
Inequalities of information and versions presented in the story claim that the sources and
strategies of everyday knowledge socially threatened multiply. Thus, the various speeches that
make a true polyphony with varied voices/presentations/opinions of society and its historical time,

more or less idealized, must be presented and confronted to generate new knowledge in the
eternal search for wisdom and truth.
The concern with the quality of scientific publications is essential and various methods are
adopted for the detection of plagiarism, errors, ideological errors, relations commitments and
interests, looking positively assess collective and public interests.
In the same perspective placed by the recent Resolution on Research with humans by the
National Health Council, that there is no research withoutrisks, there is no story without conflict
and without public and private interest issues, since the personal implications, epistemological
and discourse are the stories and societies.
Showing the memberships and the contributions of the ABEn and the HERE which are
related to the international movement for the recovery of the Critical History and Nursing socially
involved, more numbers are published in our online journal, addressing current and valuable
topics in the teaching career as associative Nursing.
Innovations, potentials and weaknesses of historical research have been addressed which
includes methodological studies. Studies published therefore uses an oral history, life history and
regional history approach so as to contemplate the various Brazilian territorial realities in this
booklet, the nursing of Santa Catarina and Maranhão, with active groups of historical research.
In this booklet, we also present a review of the book entitled “Notes on Nursing: A today Guide for
Caregivers”. It is a rather different, classical, copy written by Florence in 1959 and only translated
in Brazil in 1989, by one of the nurses who structured the first reports of the Brazilian association,
Anayde Professor de Carvalho. The book, under review, was published in the 2010 by the
International Council of Nurses and translated in the same year for the protection of ABEn by
nurses Telma Garcia Ribeiro and Ivone Evangelista Cabral, ABEn management Directors 20102013.
Among others, these are the new features that HERE brings to ABEn for Nursing and to the
Brazilian society, which clearly constitutes a historically significant contribution.
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